Asking Questions (GEQ1000) & Quantitative Reasoning (GER1000)

- Under the new General Education (GE) Curriculum, implemented in AY2015/16, GE modules are divided into 5 pillars, namely:
  1. Human Cultures
  2. Singapore Studies
  3. Thinking and Expression
  4. Quantitative Reasoning (GER1000 is the only module offered under this pillar)
  5. Asking Questions (GEQ1000 is the only module offered under this pillar)

For more information regarding GE Curriculum, please refer here.

Announcements

- For GEQ and GER modules, there are no physical lecturers.
- You will attend a 2-hour tutorial, once every two weeks (Odd or Even)
  - ODD classes start in Week 3 (28 January 2020 onwards)
  - EVEN classes start in Week 4 (3 Feb 2020 onwards)
- Do ensure that you secure a tutorial slot no later than 20 Jan 2020 after the Add/Swap round.
- For Appeals and Enquiries on registration, please submit via ModReg.

For general queries on the module, please write to us here.